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“As we have no cultural system to rely on, culture seems to be in a state of 
chaos”—so writes Li Xianting, one of China’s most prominent critics, in a 
short essay on the painter Lu Peng. Given the massive changes taking place in 
today’s China, it is hard to formulate an esthetic that would do justice to the 
“chaos” Li describes. Like all artists in a postindustrial, postmodern society, 
Chinese painters have a choice: they can strive (usually in vain) to maintain 
traditional values or they can commit themselves to a language that 
documents, without judgment, the hodgepodge of materialism and cultures 
much of the world is now accustomed to. One would like to add that Lu, like 
other Chinese artists, is addressing a spiritual crisis, but such an emphasis 
presupposes a vacuum that must be filled, and unfortunately such emptiness 
is in fact being stuffed to the point of absurdity with material goods. This is of 
course by now a commonplace, yet such truisms hold sway because they are 
timely and accurate. Lu looks at his world and finds it surreal, and so he 
presents us with unreal portraits of youth at sea—literally floating in an 
atmosphere of traditional landscape and contemporary costumes. Most of his 
figures wear sunglasses, as if to see through the dark. 
 
However symbolic Lu’s art may be, we feel an uncomfortable awareness that 
his tableaux of teenagers flying into space, accompanied by diminutive 



immortals, are literal as well as emblematic. No social structure sustains 
them; they are quite literally at sea. Lu may not be questioning why his 
compositions relate a grimly humorous reality; the expression on the faces of 
his figures is indifferent to the point of vacancy. They, like so many 
Westerners, remain imprisoned by their very history, now consumed by the 
act of purchase, with consumption inevitably, and ineffectually, serving to 
assuage the gnawing hunger brought about by the pursuit of pleasure and 
thoughtless affluence. One senses that Lu is in pursuit of a metaphor, a 
reading that would do justice to the complex reality he has given himself to 
describe, only to find that art cannot do full justice to the maelstrom of things 
we surround ourselves with. It is hard enough to survive psychically in an 
atmosphere in which tradition has been replaced by the barrenness of 
postmodern life; relations take on a meaningless cast because no one can keep 
still long enough to develop trust.  
 
The joys of eroticism thus replace those of long-standing affection; sexuality 
not only sells things, it has become a goal in and of itself. This comment is 
hardly new or incisive, yet it points out the extent to which our senses now 
govern us (for example, Wei Dong, the New York City area-based painter, has 
made sex his primary theme). But however satiated Lu’s Chinese youth may 
be, lit luridly by red light and shadow, they express a disconnectedness that 
exists in sharp contrast to the figures of story and myth that accompany them. 
Liu floods his composition with random effects, in the hope of finding some 
sense of a tie, but common ground eludes the persons who sail through his 
paintings; they never seem to exist in relation to each other. Still, the situation 
they are enmeshed in never descends to tragedy; alienation is a far better word 
for the blankness of their stare. Indeed, the struggle is psychological far more 
than it is political; personal freedom has its horrific aspect in the face of social 
monotony. There is some small hope, however; Lu’s paintings usually include 
images taken from Chinese historical art—a crane, for example, or a heavenly 
landscape, or a mythical god. These images offer a diminished context, not 
entirely lost, that serves as an alternative, no matter how exhausted traditional 
Chinese culture may be. 
 
The contrast between legacies and contemporaneity would all but swallow up 
Lu’s tension-driven approach to life in New China—if it were not for the sense 
of play and remarkable technical skill he displays as an artist. His recent 
acrylic works demonstrate a complete command of the medium; he is capable 
of building complex imageries whose structure is crowded with flying youth. 
In one recent painting, immortals cross a gray sea; painted en masse, so that 
one can hardly assign a body to a head, the spiritual beings come across as 
agents of anarchy, so completely ambiguous are their pose and their purpose. 
Art being what it is, Lu cannot propose a completely alternative world, for that 
kind of vision would be implausible in its implications. Instead, Lu gives us 
the world as it is, although it is haunted by its presentiments of 
purposelessness as well as its facile assimilation of historical fact. It is of 
course absurd to entertain notions of classical restraint in the franchised 
world of Starbucks and Pizza Huts, but Lu appears to be driven to the point of 
obsession in his conflation of what is and what was. Historical demons mix 
with characters from the Chinese opera; chaos arrives as the inevitable 
conclusion to social processes overwhelming the artist himself. 



 

 
 
 
It is hardly possible to bridge the gap between epochs, and any attempt at 
doing so may be fairly seen as sentimentality. The question, then, is, What 
shall we do to alleviate our longing for cultural discourse that solidifies rather 
than tears apart social relations? The kind of reality we come across in Lu’s 
paintings can hardly be said to synthesize the eclecticism of his vision; rather, 
things of the past remain things of the past, so that the effect of the painting is 
like a vortex or tornado: objects are pushed around in glancing contact with 
the persons in the composition. The overall effect is one of amazing disorder, 
which serves as a warning not only to the Chinese but to all of us. We 
remember at this point that capitalism is relatively new to Chinese culture, but 
already the signs of spiritual collapse have been central to many artists 
working in the Mainland. These issues are old hat to Americans, who live out 
daily the consequences of absent meaning. But to a painter like Lu, they are 
more invasive, in the sense that people remember something different. Just as 
the hutongs have been destroyed in favor of high-rise apartments, so have 
cultural memories been lost in favor of internationalized life, whose engines 
are materialism and constant desire. 



 
It may be argued that the personae of Lu’s imagination exist within a time 
frame, a window that emphasizes the current, as opposed to the historical, 
effects of cultural life. This emphasis, though, is not without its cost. Lu ends 
up exchanging tradition for the more recent aspects of Chinese life, in 
particular its eroticism and rootlessness. Yet the general tenor of his art 
emphasizes a certain loss of dignity, a loss that is not ameliorated even by his 
inclusion of gods from historical painting. Unfortunately, there is not much 
else for the artist to do—Lu cannot return to classicism, as positive as it may 
look to him, while his expressionist compositions can often look rude. Desire 
plays an important role in the artist’s attempt to translate the obvious into 
something approaching a  transcendent spirit—there is a reason for his 
painting the immortals. Essentially, however, they are out of reach, falling and 
failing the needs of contemporary life. Art cannot transform the social realities 
of today’s China, but it can express metaphors that change our relations with a 
culture that appears determined to put the past behind it. The figure with a 
bowl haircut and John Lennon sunglasses looks like a stand-in for the artist 
himself; he doesn’t do anything in particular, beside participating in the 
general disorder surrounding him. 
 
In a couple of works, Lu paints his figures engaged in kung fu movements; this 
discipline is taken up by the artist’s alter ego, the figure in sunglasses, as 
though the exercise were a touchstone for remaining focused on inherited 
traditions in Chinese culture. Yet the practice seems to founder in the face of 
philosophical disarray—nothing holds up Lu’s youthful protagonists, who are 
flung into space without any means of support. If the free fall seen again and 
again in Lu’s art works out to be a metaphor for uncertainty and unrest, 
viewers can only murmur at his conceptual excess. My feeling is that Lu’s 
extravagances are deliberate, for they don’t so much forge ties between 
different epochs as depict juxtapositions that mix everything up, including 
cultural values and people. It is extremely difficult to read any kind of 
historical continuity in Lu’s work, which reminds us of our inherent isolation 
in both a specifically Chinese and universal context. All of our cultural apparel 
cannot defeat the strong tides of capitalism, which Lu implicitly views as a 
never-ending force. Even the advantages of art seem suspect, for in the long 
run, they too remain unable to transform the circumstances of either painter 
or audience. Still, the paintings cannot be seen as entirely pessimistic, since 
the act of art alone carries with it the implications of fulfilled desire. 
 
The search for common ground through the presentation of play stays key to 
Lu’s work. The artist belongs to his work, but he does not redeem its 
implications, whieh we now know to be problematic and fragmented. There is 
no one who bears responsibility for the archness and emptiness of Lu’s 
presentations; in fact, Lu’s technical skill is a way of bearing up in the face of 
forces beyond anyone’s control. Lu crowds his compositions with characters 
who are suggestive of a dream; however, it is hard to say whether that dream 
can move beyond the circumstances he so richly describes. Although chaos 
cannot be transcended, its imminence and dense activities are not without 
their interest. Art thus becomes both more and less than its theme, which 
translates pictorial space into the realm of social commentary. Like many 
Chinese artists of his generation, Lu uses figurative art to observe China’s new 



mores, which have more in common with the West than ever before. This 
presupposes a shared task, namely, that of resisting such globalization as 
innately destructive to traditions in both Asia and the West. One wants China 
to remain Chinese, after all, even if that means a certain indifference toward 
cultural positions expressed in America and other highly developed countries. 
 
It is hard to say whether Lu is painting out of a sense of the past; he seems 
more interested in showing us the decay of the present and the terrible 
promises of the future. However unstable contemporary life may be, it has the 
inevitable quality of being interesting. This attribute accounts for the 
persistent effects of Lu’s paintings, which deliberately are crowded with 
figures who appear to have lost control of their lives. We remember critic Li’s 
insight now and throughout our experience of Lu’s art—without a stable 
cultural structure, our psychological themes will be taken over by a tidal wave 
of things, which do not generate but rather prevent individual meaningfulness 
in people’s lives. Somehow, perhaps because of Lu’s technical skill and ability 
to work with allegory, the art becomes more than a mere statement of 
pessimism. Lu shows too much discipline merely to be documenting various 
stages of alienation and anomie. The sheer fact of his efforts excludes a purely 
negative reading of his art. His compositions are essentially busy, indeed 
teeming, with life and activity; culture surrounds his antagonists even if they 
are unable to make good its potential for spiritual change. As a result, some 
progress is made in a world that has become full of chaotic distress. Lu’s art, 
then, shows us that being Chinese is also being human in a world that 
regularly inspires isolation. If his paintings do not completely redeem their 
time, that is not his fault—the situations facing him—indeed, facing us all—are 
too powerful to completely transform. His reports make it only too clearthat 
he is struggling like the rest of us, that he is trying to stay focused in the midst 
of confusion. 
 
Jonathan Goodman  
 

 


